
Organization National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

Reference Code 0003-NPP-NOV23-ABProg-Astrobio

Application Deadline 11/1/2023 6:00:59 PM Eastern Time Zone

Description Research in the area of prebiotic evolution seeks to delineate the galactic
and planetary conditions conducive to the origin of life. Topics of interest
include the formation of prebiotic organic molecules and their delivery to
planetary surfaces, the forms in which prebiotic organic matter has been
preserved in planetary materials, and determining what chemical systems
could have served as precursors of metabolic and replicating systems on
Earth and elsewhere, including alternatives to the current DNA-RNA-
protein basis for life. This would also include models of early environments
on the Earth in which organic chemical synthesis could occur.      

Applicants who apply for this research opportunity and are subsequently
selected for an NPP award are expected to attend the Astrobiology
Graduate Conference (AbGradCon) and/or the Astrobiology Science
Conference (AbSciCon) using the travel funds that are conferred as part of
the NPP award.

Field of Science: Astrobiology

Advisors:

Christine Keating
keating@chem.psu.edu
 814-863-7832

Greg Springsteen
greg.springsteen@furman.edu
864-551-0138
 
Simone Marchi
marchi@boulder.swri.edu
720-208-7220
 
Laura Barge
laura.m.barge@jpl.nasa.gov
818-393-8209
 
Nicholas Hud
hud@chemistry.gatech.edu
404-385-1162
 
Loren Williams
loren.williams@chemistry.gatech.edu
404-542-9584
 
Eligibility is currently open to:

 ORAU Pathfinder

Whether you are just
starting your career or
already at a senior level,
ORAU offers internships,
fellowships, research
opportunities, and contract
positions that can provide
you with invaluable
experience. Download the
ORAU Pathfinder mobile
app and find the right
opportunity to propel you
along your career path!

Visit ORAU Pathfinder 
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https://www.orau.org/oraupathfinder/index.html
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.orau.pathfinder
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/orau-pathfinder/id1632479059


U.S. Citizens;
U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents (LPR);
Foreign Nationals eligible for an Exchange Visitor J-1 visa status; and,
Applicants for LPR, asylees, or refugees in the U.S. at the time of
application with 1) a valid EAD card and 2) I-485 or I-589 forms in
pending status

Eligibility
Requirements

Degree: Doctoral Degree.
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